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Press release 

 

“StadtQuartier Overbergplatz” in Dülmen opens its doors 

 

 City of Dülmen is located in the North Rhine-Westphalia state in Germany 

 Open-plan neighbourhood in city centre location with space for retail, office, 

restaurant and medical uses  

 Tenants include H&M, CCC, dm, ONLY, Jack & Jones, Vero Moda, Tally Weijl 

and the fitness provider clever-fit  

 

Dülmen / Hamburg, 23 March 2018. “StadtQuartier Overbergplatz” in Dülmen, 

North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany, was opened yesterday at a ceremony attended 

by many visitors from the Münsterland region and guests from the worlds of 

politics, local administration and retail. The inner-city neighbourhood was 

developed by CONCEPTA Projektentwicklung GmbH, Düsseldorf, and is now being 

managed by the Hamburg-based company Prelios Immobilien Management. 

Designed as an open-plan ensemble of buildings, it offers around 8,000 square 

metres of retail, office and restaurant space as well as an underground car park 

and medical practices. Tenants include H&M, CCC, dm, ONLY, Jack & Jones, Vero 

Moda, Tally Weijl and the fitness provider clever-fit. 

 

Dr. Andreas Martin, Managing Partner at CONCEPTA Projektentwicklung GmbH: 

“We were pleased to be able to welcome so many guests at today’s ceremony 

despite the heavy clouds and an outside temperature of three degrees above zero. 

As the project developer, we are delighted to have opened the StadtQuartier with 

a slight delay and handed it over to the City of Dülmen. All of the shops have now 

opened their doors, the car park is operational and the outdoor facilities are all but 

complete. All we need now is some spring weather.” 
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Mayor Elisabeth Stremlau: “StadtQuartier Overbergplatz will give Dülmen a 

significant boost as well as closing a gap in the market, as the city did not 

previously have a suitably sized, complementary retail and food offering. With its 

versatile roof terrace, outside restaurant space and a new town square on the site 

of the former car park, I have no doubt that the neighbourhood will quickly 

become a popular meeting place for residents of Dülmen and visitors alike.” 

 

Christian Krause, Centre Manager at Prelios Immobilien Management: “The great 

interest for today's opening ceremony shows that the special concept behind 

StadtQuartier Overbergplatz, with its mixture of retail, office, restaurant and medical 

uses, is enjoying a positive response. The new neighbourhood will improve the 

attractiveness of Dülmen as a whole and extend the city’s retail scene to include 

Overbergplatz.” Krause continued: “We are delighted to be taking on the role of 

centre and property manager for the new urban neighbourhood.”  

 

Dülmen is located between Münster and the Ruhr area in the Coesfeld district of 

North Rhine-Westphalia state and has a population of around 47,000. It has a 

largely mid-market economic structure and an above-average purchasing power 

index of 101.9 (Germany: 100). 

 

Use of the photos provided is permitted in the context of reporting on Prelios Immobilien 

Management GmbH and CONCEPTA Projektentwicklung GmbH. Please state the following 

source: CONCEPTA Projektentwicklung GmbH. The photo may only be processed to the 

extent of normal image processing. 

 

Press contact for Prelios Immobilien Management 

c/o RUECKERCONSULT GmbH 

Benjamin Barkow 

Wallstrasse 16, 10179 Berlin 

0049 (0) 30 2844987-43 
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barkow@rueckerconsult.de  

 

Prelios Immobilien Management 

Prelios Immobilien Management, headquartered in Hamburg, is a specialist for commercial 

and retail property. Prelios develop and manages mixed-use properties, office, hotel, 

commercial, parking and department store buildings in addition to shopping centres, retail 

parks and urban districts. Prelios operates throughout Germany and offers owners and 

investors integrated services from a single source, location-specific solutions and individual 

concepts. Prelios has property assets under management of around EUR 2 billion, manages 

rental space of around 1 million square meters and oversees transactions valued more than 

EUR 3.6 billion. 

 

CONCEPTA Projektentwicklung GmbH 

CONCEPTA Projektentwicklung GmbH, headquartered in Düsseldorf, specialised in 

developing and revitalising commercial property in Germany. Alongside the existing focus 

on retail properties, particulary inner-city in medium-sized cities, the area of hotel and 

office properties is gaining in importance. What is common across all projects is the very 

individual approach to the to the project development process in which great importance is 

attached to optimum architectural and functional integration into the existing environment. 

The three managing directors of CONCEPTA, Dr. Björn Isenhöfer, Thomas Koerver and Dr. 

Andreas Martin, combine a total of 70 years’ experience in the German real estate market 

and have implemented a project volume of approximately € 1.5 billion. 

 

 

  
 


